We proposed[l] nonlinear operators which decompose a changing energy of sound in wavelet domain into three orthogonal components: i.e., loudness and pitch as coherent changes, and timbre as incoherent change. We showed that they could detect the discontinuity of a single sound stream with excellent temporal resolution and sensitivity. In this paper, we extend the coherency principle so that it can describe and pursue the individual coherency of non-overlapping sound streams in wavelet domain. It is realized by Parzen's non-parametric estimates and Kalman filtering of loudness change rate and pitch shift rate. Using this method, we show some experiments for extraction of the most salient stream from multiple sound streams.
INTRODUCTION
For segregating complex sounds from different sources, man utilizes a lot of cues such as periodicity of each sound, synchrony (or coherency) of changes of each frequency component, etc. M. Kubovy showed that man recognizes a complex tone as a stream when all its cues change synchronously, but man perceives an arrival of different stream if some of it change asynchronously [2] . This suggests that human auditory system is very sensitive to incoherency in complex sound which is almost coherent.
We proposed recently some nonlinear operators for decomposing a changing energy of sound into loudness, pitch, and timbre [l] . We showed in the time-frequency gradient space that the loudness change (LC) and pitch shift (PS) distribute on a plane, but the timbre change (TC) does not. According t o this difference, the operators could decompose the changing energy of single sound into two coherent components (LC and PS) and incoherent component (TC) . In other words, it could detect the incoherency of sound as features of single sound stream. But it could not be applicable to com-0-7803-3 192-3/96 $5.0001996 IEEE 2646 plex sound with multiple streams, because almost everywhere becomes T C due t o incoherency in different sources.
To solve this problem and apply these operators to the auditory scene analysis, we extend the coherency principle so that it can describe and pursue the individual coherency of sound streams in wavelet domain. It is realized by Parzen's non-parametric estimates and a novel Kalman filtering method of loudness change rate and pitch shift rate. Using this method, we sequentially extract the most salient stream from multiple sound st reams.
LOUDNESS /PIT CH/TIMBRE DECOMPOSITION OPERATORS
We briefly outline the decomposition operators [l] . Let f(t) be a sound comes from single source. Let 00 be a wavelet modulus distribution of f(t). $(t) is Gabor function [3] and w denotes log frequency. Let (3) be time and log-frequency gradient of F ( t , w ) . Then, we can make a scatter diagram of ( F , Ft, F,) in a small region
At : a few sampling intervals to describe instantaneous changes of F ( t , U ) . We call the space spanned by F, F,, F, the time-frequency gradient space (TFGS).
For a distribution of TFGS, it is shown that: 1) it distributes uncorrelatedly for stationary random signals, 2) it reduces to a line or plane where F ( t , w ) is magnifying or shifting coherently (see Figure 1 ). The second property is because such a sound is expressed in I' as
where Q is a loudness change ratio and P is a pitch shift ratio. Therefore The decomposition is performed by a set of opertors
where S is a correlation matrix of [F, Ft, F,], Stt is its (2,2) component, S i j is a 2 x 2 submatrix of S in which the ith row and j t h column of S is removed, and are least square estimates of a,P. They can be regarded as energy ratio because they are positive and normalized such that 
COHERENCY PRINCIPLE FOR COMPLEX SOUNDS
We assume a following property of the changing energy of sound from single source.
Assumption 1: A change of sound from single source is coherent almost everywhere.
sound is a plane almost always. Under this assumption, we can show the following theorem. is zero.
2) For sound streams with overlaps in wavelet domain, let us suppose the cross terms is ignoreable. Then, the distribution exists in a space is spanned by a linear combination of the two planes (16) and (17) . It is indeed a 3-D distribution except F1, F z are coherent. Even if there are cross terms, it generally contributes to raise randomness because they vary more rapidly than F1,F2. When the power of each source is almost equal and ai and P, of each source is independent, a distribution will be homogeneous in TFGS.
ESTIMATION OF LOUDNESS CHANGE RATE A N D PITCH SHIFT RATE OF MULTIPLE STREAMS
Independently changing streams such as voices from two speakers are usually separated either in time domain or frequency domain. So, we introduce here the next assumption.
Assumption 2: Overlaps of wavelet energy distributions of sounds from different sources are small.
From this assumption, we can expect that the case of Theorem 1 (1) is a dominant situation. Therefore, in order to describe multiple planes with multiple parameters a and p, we introduce a probability density function (pdf) P ( a , p) of a , p. By local peaks of it, the multiple plane parameters are expressed. We estimate a pdf P(a,/?) as follows: 1) Divide r into small subregion r, ( n = 0 , 1 , . . .) as rn = [ w , < w < w , + A w ]~ [ t o -A t < t < t o + A t ] (18) where Aw is appropriately small.
2)
Estimate &,/? in r,, using Eq.(9).
3) Estimate error variances U: and U; a s where L = J,, dtdw. 4) Estimate a pdf P(a, p) using Parzen's method as (20) The reason why we use this algorithm is as follows: 1) because r,s are small, most of them are expected to include only one stream, 2) not informative rn such as no stream, two streams with cross term and locally exponential distribution are are excluded from the estimation of a pdf, and 3) knowledge of a number of sources is not needed. 
OPTIMUM SEGREGATION USING NON-PARAMETRIC KALMAN FILTER
In order to exclude an instance which is incompatible with Assumption 1 and 2, and obtain a reliable pdf P ( a , P), we use non-parametric Kalman filter(NPKF) [4] .
NPKF is a discrete time discrete observation successive filter which is performed by three steps as follows:
a) Prediction step
Let Ak = (ak, p k ) be stochastic valuables at time t = t k , let Y k = { y k , y k -1 , . . .} be observations at time t = {tk,tk-l,. . .} and let P(AkIYk) be alikelihood function estimated through observations. Then, a prediction of the pdf at time tk+l is expressed as P(AkS1IYk) = J P(Ak+llAk)P(AklYk)dAk (21) where a conditional probability P(Ak+1 IAk) is determined by a dynamics. Because a and we can use a simple Gaussian diffusion as a dynamics.
b) Observation step
Using the algorithm discussed in last section, we can obtain a observation probability by P(Ak+l Iyk+l) = P(a, p) in Eq. (20) 
